‘It’s Problematic but I’m not Concerned’: University Perspectives on Account Sharing
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Account sharing is a common, if officially unsanctioned, practice among workgroups, but so far understudied in higher education. We interview 23 workgroup members about their account sharing practices at a U.S. university. Our study is the first to explicitly compare IT and non-IT observations of account sharing as a "normal and easy" workgroup practice, as well as to compare student practices with those of full-time employees. We contrast our results with those in prior works and offer recommendations for security design and for IT messaging. Our findings that account sharing is perceived as low risk by our participants and that security is seen as secondary to other priorities offer insights into the gap between technical affordances and social needs in an academic workplace such as this.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Though much work today takes place via secured computing systems that support collaboration among multiple users [8,13,28,54], designs for information technology (IT) and cybersecurity often presume an individual user. Today’s employee also does not simply access computing networks from within a secured perimeter [54]. They may have as many as 80 online accounts for personal and work use [26], and switch between IT-specified systems and user-preferred
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devices permitted under Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) or Choose Your Own Device (CYOD) policies [69]. Despite IT accommodations like these, the gap between technical affordances and social needs [1] often forces workers who are security-conscious [2,31] to make compromises with official IT policies and procedures in order to get their jobs done [7]. One compromise is account sharing, in which more than one person uses the same username and password to access a work resource [57]. In fact, a recent survey of gig workers who also are employed in settings such as retail or shipping found that sharing accounts designed for individual use is now accepted as a “norm” [57].

However, one important work setting has so far been understudied: the research university. In 2018 in the U.S., about 6,000 postsecondary schools employed nearly 4 million [70] and served 16.6 million enrolled undergraduate students [71]. These are unlike other workplaces because of their mission of academic freedom – the freedom to teach, to learn, to publish, and to inquire [4,46,72]. Consequently, IT strategies for securing the information network-in-use [73] is likely to center on intrusion detection [30] and to not include top-down methods of controlling user behavior (such as social media use policies, internet firewalls, or monitoring for data loss prevention). Some institutions use a federated IT model, which allows for subunits of the university such as schools or departments to hire IT staff and operate their own systems to, in part, “enable research, teaching and community service” [74]. They will tolerate or encourage CYOD and self-management of IT for their workforce, which is a mix of traditional in-office employees and of remote and/or mobile workers such as “digital nomads” [16,29,40]. For non-IT users, this could result in “shadow security,” workarounds to official rules and setups that help employees manage the risks they understand while getting their jobs done [35].

Table 1: In comparison with a typical large-scale non-academic business in the U.S., the university in our study has a federated IT model and, among student employees, high turnover and many part-time jobs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point of comparison</th>
<th>Specific U.S. university in our study</th>
<th>Typical large-scale U.S. non-academic business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limits on tech use</td>
<td>Culture of no limits due to academic freedom</td>
<td>Limited by company policies and culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization structure</td>
<td>Divisional [65]</td>
<td>Hierarchical [65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT model</td>
<td>Federated [74]</td>
<td>Centralized [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of sensitive data</td>
<td>Student data covered by the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), payroll data, intellectual property, and other research-related data</td>
<td>Varies by industry [76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research as priority</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Varies by industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee turnover</td>
<td>High for students, lower for faculty or staff</td>
<td>Varies by industry (Hospitality high, utilities low) [77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time share of jobs</td>
<td>Many part-time jobs for student employees, mostly full-time for faculty and non-student staff</td>
<td>Varies by industry (Hospitality and retail high, information and financial low) [78,79]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vulnerabilities | Multiple points of entry for attackers, compromised data, malware, low security awareness across networks [10,75] | Single points of failure that can take down system, ransomware, risk is concentrated among key employees and their support staff [10,75]

Resource constraints | Research expenses constrained by grant sizes and by grantor restrictions; operations expenses constrained by bureaucracy, uncertain revenues from student services and from tuition and fees. | Hiring constrained by projected product/service sales; operations expenses constrained by bureaucracy, uncertain revenues from product/service sales.

Meanwhile, educational institutions are the site of frequent cyberattacks. In response to one such incident, a U.S. university official estimated that their institution received an average of 20 million attacks a day, describing this as “typical for a research university” [58,80]. Education as a whole suffers an average of 28 days per year of credential stuffing attacks using stolen identifiers for cloud email accounts, vs. a global median of 8 days per year for other industries [67]. In fact, the education sector is the second-most-affected by data breaches after healthcare, at 16.8% in 2015 [81]. Threats facing the education sector include ransomware and stolen credentials attacks with unique characteristics [58,67,81,82]. Verizon reports education now is “the only industry where malware distribution to victims was more common via websites than email,” chalkin this up to the many “students on bring-your-own devices connected to shared networks” [67].

All of the above makes the educational sector of particular interest for CSCW and usable security researchers. A fuller picture of users’ attitudes and behaviors regarding their noncompliance with university IT policies will help better understand how to address insider threats, in which users misuse privileges in a way that exposes the network to cyberattack [21,67,68] and which one source estimated cost $11.45 million in 2020 across all surveyed workplaces [69]. Such a study will also help update how IT and cybersecurity professionals accommodate the logistical and social needs of the human “weakest link” in security, in the spirit of Sasse, Brostoff and Weirich [55].

With the above in mind, we developed the following guiding research question:

RQ: What forms of account sharing are prevalent in a university setting, and what is motivating this sharing among different workers (graduate students, faculty, or nonacademic staff)?

To pursue these answers, we conduct a qualitative interview study. In contrast with a survey, the interview method gives us the chance to ask follow-up questions and get more context around behaviors. We screen and interview 23 employees (staff, students and faculty) who use computing systems for collaborative work at a large U.S. research university. The employees represent a mix of office-bound workers and those with more flexible work arrangements, such as those coming and going from a research lab or who largely worked away from an office even before the pandemic hit. We focus on the practices of non-IT workers, but also interview IT workers to shed more light on the practices they observe among their customers and how they respond. We code the interview transcripts with a combination of top-down and bottom-up themes drawn from initial interview transcripts and literature review, respectively. We then report the key results and situate these within prior academic work.

We find account sharing in this setting to be widespread in our study, as 17 of 23 participants (74%) report sharing accounts either officially via an Enterprise Random Password Manager...
(ERPM), via the unofficial but secure method of an individual password manager, or unofficially via ad-hoc methods such as plaintext messages stored in a group chat. Participants report sharing accounts to manage logistics for account-linked services in the cloud, to control 2FA requests, and to share access to platforms such as social media accounts. We find that these workgroups are motivated to share accounts because they perceive it as low-risk and important for saving money, because security is secondary to other priorities such as research, and because trust in colleagues and in authorities are social norms. Of our participants, IT workers and students have the more systematic approaches to account sharing, with the IT practices being more reliably secure.

Our study of account sharing is the first to explicitly compare the perspectives of IT and non-IT employees and to shed light on the practices of student employees vs. full-time employees. Our finding that non-IT participants perceived account sharing as low risk in this setting contradicts findings in three recent prior works where participants cited harms or “unease” with the practice. Further, our study finds that many of our participants see security as secondary to job duties, a theme that is not present in two recent survey studies. We discuss how paternalistic norms in educational settings [6,9] and the culture of academic freedom may magnify these motivations at this university, with participants trusting in colleagues and in authorities perhaps more than they should from a security perspective.

We also add qualitative insights specific to the university setting of how people use account sharing as a “shadow security” practice to streamline workflows and to save money, such as to accommodate undergraduate employee turnover and vacations around school breaks. Finally, we offer specific recommendations for security design and for IT messaging that are tied to our findings.

The main contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:

- A comparison of account sharing by employee groups (IT vs non-IT, students vs. full-time).
- A comparison of our findings with those of five prior works on account sharing.
- Insight into how the culture and norms of higher education (specifically, academic freedom and paternalism) influence account sharing in a university workplace.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Workplace Collaboration

Early work in CSCW and elsewhere often focused, either explicitly or implicitly, on large-scale enterprises as the site of collaboration. Allen and Cohen [3], Kraut [37,38], Fussell [20] and others documented the significance of physical proximity, finding that researchers co-located on the same floor were more likely to collaborate, and that informal contacts in hallways and elsewhere drove new ideas and helped them to stay aware of each other and to coordinate work. Malone and Crowston [44] looked to coordination theory to help conceptualize and identify how workplace collaboration occurs in practice, noting the interdependencies among activities and actors. Gutwin and Greenberg [22–25] and Carroll et al. [12] examined how notifications and other designs affect workgroups’ awareness of shared activities. Forman [18] found that internet technology, despite being unevenly dispersed, helped to lower the costs of coordination among geographically dispersed workers and, with Zeebroeck [19], of collaborative research.
More recently, researchers have examined workplace collaboration in a wider variety of settings. Colbert et al. [13] noted that “digital fluency” (a level of proficiency with digital technology that allows someone to achieve strategic goals) is a core competency of the modern workforce, and that technology has blurred the lines between work and nonwork domains. Jarrahi [32], Hemsley [29], Lee [40], and others have documented the processes and communications of “digital nomads” — people who are geographically mobile and work remotely, and who have formed online communities to network and share information. Sutherland and Jarrahi note their similarity of digital nomads’ knowledge networks and cobbled-together tech and social practices to those of gig workers for ride-sharing apps or odd-job marketplaces [59]. Sawyer [56], Erickson and Jarrahi [17] describe the layers of both technical and social knowledge that modern workers must draw on as “infrastructural competence,” a form of bricolage [43] in which people apply any resources at hand in their given work conditions or contexts toward the desired goals.

We consider our research university to be similar in scale to the large enterprises in prior studies of collaboration, and students and faculty as akin to “digital nomads” in their collaborative work. These academic workers are likely to carry laptops from room to room on campus to gain proximity to their collaborators. When not physically near to each other, they use messaging apps such as Slack to maintain mutual awareness and to coordinate work, and they share and store data through cloud-based databases. They frequently work off-campus, either at nearby locations such as coffee shops or at distant conferences and workshops. Many had created home office areas before COVID-19.

2.2 Account Sharing in the Workplace

2.2.1 Logistical Needs. Prior work has often focused on password workarounds in traditional office settings. Adams and Sasse [2] and Inglesant and Sasse [31] found that otherwise security-conscious users often had to work around password policies that were too stringent or inflexible for their needs. Bartsch and Sasse [7] found that enterprise users would use a different password to access job-critical information while waiting for access control changes to be processed. Blythe et al. [11] noted users sharing passwords to get jobs done and to more closely align electronic work processes with those in the physical world. Kaye [33] found that colleagues reported sharing passwords for commercial sites they order from, to avoid having to create individual accounts, and to get access to library materials. And in a 2019 CSCW paper, Song et al. [57] discovered account sharing to be a “norm rather than a simple workaround,” with workers motivated by a desire to centralize collective activity and to reduce effort in managing boundaries.

Another concept of note in this context is “shadow security.” Kirlappos, Parkin, and Sasse [35] defined this as a type of security, not visible to system administrators, in which employees create workarounds to official policies that retain some protections and enable them to get their jobs done. Kirlappos and Sasse [34,36] found that, while official security is rooted in trust between the administrators and employees, shadow security emerges from the trust relationships among employees themselves. Song et al. [57] alluded to shadow security as an example of workarounds and Ackerman’s socio-technical gap [1] — the difference between technical affordances and social requirements that much CSCW research seeks to narrow.

Following Song et al. [57], we defined account sharing to be when more than one person uses the same username and password to access a work resource.

2.2.2 Social Factors. A growing number of researchers are focusing on the everyday social factors in cybersecurity attitudes and behaviors. In regards to account sharing, Weirich et al. [55,64] argued for understanding users’ mental models, such as the need to demonstrate trust.
Kaye [33] found that users shared passwords for personal email, Facebook and work accounts with others who they trusted and shared responsibilities with, chiefly spouses, partners and colleagues. Lampinen [39] documented struggles with account sharing for multi-person households that offered to host visitors recruited through a website. Happ et al. [27] found that invoking a reciprocity social norm, through giving a small incentive, increased people’s willingness to share passwords. Among studies of romantic partners sharing accounts [41,42,49], Park et al. found that romantic couples’ motivations to share accounts were both logistical and emotional, but that some chose to hide accounts to hide other relationships, to avoid conflict, or because they saw the accounts as irrelevant to the relationship. Obada-Obieh et al. [48] found that ending account sharing posed numerous cognitive and psychosocial burdens, such as remembering whom the password had been shared with.

A related issue is that of insider threat, in which system users misuse their privileges in a way that exposes the network to cyberattack [67,68]. Salem et al. [53] defined such threats as malicious and of two types, traitors (legitimate users inside the system who act contrary to security policy and mean to do harm) and masqueraders (outsiders who impersonate or steal the credentials of legitimate users, in order to do harm). However, Greitzer et al. [21] noted the existence of a third and non-malicious type, the unintentional insider threat (UIT) that occurs when legitimate users “accidentally jeopardize security through data leaks or similar errors.”

We see all types of insider threat as potentially present inside this academic setting. However, our study is most concerned with UIT arising from problematic occurrences of account sharing within the university’s workgroups.

2.2.3 University Setting. Some recent work has explicitly examined the usability of security in a university setting. Colnago et al. [14] documented the attitudes and behaviors surrounding two-factor authentication (2FA) as it was rolled out at a large research university. Regarding account sharing, the authors found that 2FA interfered with the ability of some students to share their financial accounts with parents, because the parents could only use the shared password at a time when the students were available to answer the 2FA push notification. They also found that some students were more concerned about a physical attack, such as someone getting into their computer if they walked away from it, than a remote and opportunistic attack. Around the same time, Weidman and Grossklags [62,63] sought and analyzed the information security policies of 200 top universities. They found that about half did not make their security policies publicly accessible, and that these policies were seldom consistent or shared source materials; moreover, the policies tended to be difficult to read, lacking in emotional language, and worded ambiguously and/or tentatively, such that the takeaways were unclear.

With our study, we seek to add to knowledge of attitudes and behaviors in a university setting and to add insights that are not focused on 2FA use as with Colnago et al. [14] We document end users’ awareness, motivation and knowledge of how to comply with their university’s information security policies, adding a ground-level perspective to Weidman and Grossklags’ review of such policies [63]. Our study contributes what appears to us as the first study of account sharing in a university setting.

3 METHOD

We chose a qualitative interview method to document these issues in depth. We settled on our own large U.S. university as the site of our inquiry because it made logistics easier during COVID-19 restrictions on research, because it gave us easy access to workers and IT staff, and because...
we could bring our personal knowledge of the campus culture to the project. In contrast with a
survey, the interview method gives us the chance to ask follow-up questions and get more context
around behaviors. Our university offered relatively easy access to both office-bound and remote
and/or mobile workers to comment on the usability of security policies and procedures, as well
as a robust IT workforce that could speak to the security practices (and any resulting problems
or threats) that they have observed among the non-expert employees that they support. The
university setting also enabled us develop knowledge that applies to other organizations with
similarly collaborative and innovation-driven work and employee mix of personal and work
accounts and devices.

Our research design, recruitment and consent language, and survey and interview protocols
were approved by our Institutional Review Board as an exempt study under Category 2 of the
U.S. Revised Common Rule [66]. See the Supplemental Materials for study protocols, such as
interview script and pre-screening survey.

3.1 Interview Protocol Development
To help us develop and refine our interview protocol, we conducted six semi-structured pilot
interviews with students and staff [A1-6] and used these to iterate the protocol until we had an
optimal script to elicit the desired data. Our final interview protocol consists of the following
sections: background, types of digital accounts held and shared, devices, workgroup security
norms, IT policies, and coronavirus adaptation. Our questions cover account sharing along with
general cybersecurity practices. We include general cybersecurity because it gave contextual
information, and how the subject regards cybersecurity influenced their sharing practices.

3.2 Participant Recruitment
Our priority in recruiting participants was to locate a wide range of people in job roles that were
likely to involve computer-supported collaborative work, and who could, as a group, offer a mix
of expert and non-expert perspectives on the tensions between usability and security that drive
account sharing and other compromises (Table 2). First, we searched the university’s available
staff databases and emailed subjects with the job titles that we hypothesized would be able to
contribute data regarding account sharing, due to the types of technology use and work practices
that these jobs involve. Second, we posted flyers across the campus and Twitter and did mass
email advertising via department mailing lists, to locate more potential participants who were
missed or unavailable through direct outreach. Our efforts were complicated by the abrupt closure
of the campus in Spring 2020 and the move to completely remote instruction in Summer/Fall 2020.
This caused many invited employees to turn down participation due to stresses of juggling work
at home with family life and/or shifting to remote instruction.

Table 2: Specific job roles that we looked for in recruiting participants, along with typical technology use
or work practices that might lead them to engage in or observe account sharing. Not all participants fell
into these specific roles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job role on campus</th>
<th>Why seek to recruit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative assistant</td>
<td>In charge of organizing and coordinating schedules, so there is a high chance they will have full or temporary access to team members’ accounts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Pre-Interview Screening

We used a pre-interview online survey, made with Google Forms, to record acknowledgement of receiving study information and consent to participate, and to collect data to help us distinguish those people interested in taking part in our study who had the potential to contribute useful insights and who met the criteria of being age 18 or older and employed in some capacity by the university. These people would either use shared accounts, have knowledge of shared accounts, have knowledge of cybersecurity best and worst practices, or have insight about account sharing in the university. The screening questions also identified age, gender, income, job status (full-time/part-time/student/unemployed), workgroup size, and work-related accounts, devices, and policies regarding sharing those accounts and devices. We asked participants to list all their work-related accounts and devices, with no specification of shared accounts, to obtain the least biased results. We include this account and device data in Supplemental Materials.

3.4 Compensation

Interested persons who completed the pre-interview survey received a $5 Amazon electronic gift card. This amount was set using a $10/hour rate for surveys and a completion upper bound of 30 minutes, due to the estimated cognitive effort of listing work-related devices, accounts, and policies. Those who were selected and participated in interviews received additional compensation of $25/hour paid via Amazon electronic gift cards. We based this on U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics wage data for office and administrative workers [83].

3.5 Interview Data Collection

Of the 36 survey respondents, we invited those for interviews who appeared to have sufficient IT and collaboration responsibilities in their work to provide insights for our research questions. We enrolled 23 participants (10 identifying as female, 12 as male, 1 as nonbinary/gender-nonconforming) for a 60-minute structured 1:1 interview (Table 3). Interviews took place between March and August 2020. A few interviews were conducted on campus, but most were conducted via Zoom due to COVID-19 constraints. We found themes repeated following the 16th interview and determined that we had reached data saturation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate student researcher</td>
<td>Responsible for onboarding and offboarding, so it is probable for them to have insight on how to add or delete members of a shared account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT worker</td>
<td>Required to keep up with cybersecurity developments and likely to manage user accounts that may be shared. More likely to have seen examples of strong and poor cybersecurity practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager of workgroup</td>
<td>More likely to be in contact with their respective IT department to distribute important information or get something approved, making them likely to know relevant IT policies. Inclined to be involved in most projects within their team, as such would need access to any accounts related to those projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing and communications staff</td>
<td>Likely to have several social media accounts, many of which can only be shared by distributing one set of login credentials.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Participants in the interview study (n=23), listed by study ID and self-reported characteristics. The majority were non-IT workers (n=15) and full time (n=18).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>IT Status</th>
<th>Job Status</th>
<th>Job Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>IT worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>IT worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Manager of workgroups (IT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Marketing and communications staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>Graduate student researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>IT worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Manager of workgroups (marketing and communications)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Manager of workgroups (administration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>Graduate student researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Marketing and communications staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Other – Library staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B12</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Manager of workgroups (administration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B13</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Marketing and communications staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B14</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Other – Engineering staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B15</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>Graduate student researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B16</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>Graduate student researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B17</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>student</td>
<td>Graduate student researcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B18</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Other – Academic advising staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B19</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>IT worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B20</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>IT worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>IT worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B22</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Manager of workgroups (IT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B23</td>
<td>non-IT</td>
<td>full time</td>
<td>Manager of workgroups (faculty)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All interviews were recorded and transcribed, with participants being notified in advance through the consent documents of these processes and given the chance to opt out of audio/visual recording and potential third-party transcription. Most transcriptions were done by hand by the authors, with a small portion done through Rev’s transcription service to save time.

3.6 Interview Data Analysis

The authors used a thematic analysis approach [15,47]. One author open-coded the first three interviews to establish themes, and then connected these codes with those identified in literature review, iterating on the list in discussions with the study team. This resulted in codes grouped by background, sharing motivations, accounts, devices, security norms, sharing practices, and socio-technical gap. The code book was imported into Dedoose, where one author coded the transcripts. The team reviewed and discussed these results. We include tables of Dedoose code applications and occurrences in the Supplemental Materials.
4 RESULTS

We found account sharing in this setting to be widespread in our study. Fully 17 of 23 participants (74%) reported sharing accounts officially via an Enterprise Random Password Manager (ERPM), via the unofficial but secure method of an individual password manager, or unofficially via ad-hoc methods such as plaintext messages stored in a group chat. Many shared accounts were for accessing third-party cloud services (frequently, Amazon or Google) or social media (Instagram and Twitter). Crucially, however, no one in our study reported sharing university email linked to their personal identity, which may speak to the success of the onboarding training in educating users about the need to keep this credential confidential.

To answer our guiding research question (Table 4): the forms that account sharing took in our sample were to manage logistics for account-linked services in the cloud, to control 2FA requests, and to share access to platforms such as social media accounts. We found that these workgroups were motivated to share accounts because they perceived it as low-risk and important for saving money, because security was secondary to other priorities such as research, and because trust in colleagues and the institution was a social norm. Of our participants, non-IT workers and/or staff practices around account sharing were less organized, compared with the practices of IT workers and/or students. Sections 4.1-4.3 give details.

Table 4: Summary of themes that emerged from interviews. While we found participants’ reports of account sharing to be widespread for streamlining workflows, no one shared their university email linked to their personal identity. Many participants did not see their sharing of third-party accounts as risky, and non-IT participants were unaware of which IT policies governed this sharing or where to find them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forms of account sharing</td>
<td>Manage logistics for services</td>
<td>Use one Amazon account for departmental purchasing, create guest accounts for transient undergraduates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Section 4.1)</td>
<td>Control 2FA requests</td>
<td>Funnel all requests from remote workers through one coworker, avoid interruptions from requests during teaching or off-hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Share access to platforms</td>
<td>Enable social-media takeovers for promotion, cover for vacations or emergencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivations for account sharing</td>
<td>Perceived as low risk</td>
<td>Perceived lack of interest to attackers, lack of serious consequences of a breach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Section 4.2)</td>
<td>Saving money is a priority</td>
<td>Higher education fiscal policies, collaborators lack funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security secondary to job duties</td>
<td>Machine updates for fixes, research is first priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trust as social norm (trust in peers at work, and trust in authorities)</td>
<td>Trusting an ex-employee not to abuse shared passwords, belief that university IT safeguards systems despite non-IT’s lax security methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparisons by job categories</td>
<td>IT vs. non-IT</td>
<td>Procedural use of ERPM by IT, disorganized and infrequent practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Section 4.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 Forms of Account Sharing

4.1.1 Manage Logistics for Account-Linked Services, e.g., Cloud Servers. Some non-IT participants reported sharing an email account because they needed to sign up for a shared service with an email address, such as Amazon.

“We have a shared Amazon email that we use for department purchasing... there’s a specific finance email attached to that... [But since] I don’t have access to the actual inbox... especially when there’s an order issue, I have to request my coworkers who do have access to the finance inbox to forward me anything... so that I understand what’s going on... [Or] sometimes someone will forget the [Amazon] password and then they’ll request to have the password resent to their email address and... realize... this was sent to an email inbox [they] don’t have access to.” [B18, non-IT, full time]

Participant B5, a PhD student, said they create guest accounts to control access by the undergraduates, who come and go frequently. This is evidence of “shadow security” through temporary access as described in Kirlappos and Sasse [34] emerging from the trust relationships among employees, rather than for cost-sharing as in Bartsch and Sasse [7].

4.1.2 Control 2FA Requests for Workgroup Accounts. Several services now require two-factor authentication (2FA) as a security measure in the form of approving a login attempt via email or mobile application or by entering a passcode sent to a device. Some workgroups opt to use a coworker’s device or account to control 2FA requests.

“Especially because we are remote now, sometimes [research assistants] from let’s say, [a different state], need to get into ... the lab Gmail account. And it would pop up on my phone that someone who’s not from [our city] is trying to access [the shared account], and it can get a little confusing.” [B15, non-IT, student]

However, this means that one person oversees the entire workgroup’s 2FA requests, which can happen frequently with several team members logging in from unrecognized devices. It can be difficult to determine the authenticity of the login attempt, and the person in charge of 2FA is likely to be occupied during the 2FA request, leaving the other person waiting. As a result, some reported creating a new email account for the sake of approving 2FA requests.

“When people log in from unrecognized devices, [Amazon] does dual authentication sometimes... if I had that sent to me that would be really obnoxious if I’m teaching classes or out of commission... [and] a student couldn’t run their study. So we have it go to this Google account and the only purpose... is to receive those messages and allow people to login effectively to MTurk.” [B23, non-IT, full time]

4.1.3 Share Access to Account-Linked Platforms, e.g., Social Media. Several accounts don’t have an option to have several collaborators on one account, forcing people to share one set of account credentials to collaborate on the same project. A prime example of this is social media accounts,
which Song et al. also found was widely shared as a result [57]. B4 noted with regards to Instagram,

“Students or alumni will often offer to do [Instagram] takeovers, which I think are so fun... but then they have to have our password and that makes me nervous... Sometimes [sharing accounts] happens because it has to, for example Instagram [is] just one page, you have one password.” [B4, non-IT, full time]

B13 said they have shared Instagram and Twitter with supervisors so they can take over accounts during vacations or emergencies. They also created and shared a Squarespace account that can also be accessed with social media credentials. This indicates the potential for cross-site attacks if one account is breached or misused [21,60,67,68].

4.2 Motivations for Account Sharing

4.2.1 Low Risk/Downside Perceived from Shared Account Breach. Many non-IT participants have lax account sharing practices because there would be minimal impact to them and their workspace if the shared account credentials were leaked or if the account was hacked. A primary characteristic of a low-risk account, in some participant’s words, is an account with no financial information linked to it. Another type of low-risk account described by participants were those with no confidential information on them. While not explicitly a result in Song et al. [57], their work indicated similar attitudes in survey respondents. The chief risk in these cases seems to stem from cross-site attacks using reused passwords stolen in breaches.

“I’m a little flippant about some of my work accounts... I don’t deal with highly secure stuff at work... I pay a lot more attention to my personal accounts because there’s financial information associated with them... [so] how I behave relates to the kind of information that I am working with. ... Some areas of the University... have to be very, very careful, where if someone gets access to my story, so what.” [B7, non-IT, full time]

The outlier was B8, who said their work is classified. This participant reported using several levels of security such as multiple VPN’s, zero account sharing, and strict provisions for teleconferencing platforms.

4.2.2 Account Sharing to Save Money. We also find, as did Blythe et al. [11] and Song et al. [57], that the workers in our study use account sharing to save money. The types of accounts shared due to financial reasons ranged from unimportant accounts with infrequent usage, such as B11’s use of Survey Monkey for their job related to the University library, to accounts that were vital to the participant’s job, such as B16’s use of Qualtrics for graduate research. Two participants described account sharing as a fiscal policy.

"I think historically individuals had their own accounts and there was a decision to make a unified account... because... there’s a cost associated with having the account and given the level of use it made more sense to have one account as opposed to multiple accounts that people were using less. And so when that decision was made we all received an email that said if you want to have access and continue to use SurveyMonkey, add this mailbox. This is where you’re going to be able to find the credential.” [B11, non-IT, full time]

“But I think sometimes [sharing accounts is] a result of the university being frugal, they don’t want everyone to make their own account to save money. So if we only have one login, we don’t have to pay, but if we have one login with five users, we do have to pay.
And so I think there’s something maybe to be explored there, where “yeah we’re higher ed and we always try to cut costs,” but I think that there is a trade-off between security and money.” [B4, non-IT, full time]

Graduate students are known particularly to be under pressure to save money and find workarounds for expensive tools. B16 said the situation at this university, which is well-funded and emphasizes behavioral research, is an improvement from a previous university, where graduate students’ accounts were not funded even for individual use. Still, they have difficulties because their collaborators’ accounts are not funded:

“Most specifically my problem with Qualtrics is that the method I’m using [requires] an upgraded account, so it has extra features, and then I’ve had my current research assistants ... create their own free accounts. And so long as I share the survey from my upgraded account ... they seem to have had access to ... the features for that specific survey ... they don’t have the features if they start their own survey. ... So things get kind of lost in translation there.” [B16, non-IT, student]

4.2.3 Security Compliance Is Secondary to Other Priorities. A primary reason why non-IT workers do not keep updated on cybersecurity practices is because it has little to do with their job and what they are getting paid to do. This was noted by both non-IT workers and by IT personnel. It echoes our anecdotal conversations with security professionals and prior published work [2,7,31] that users prioritize getting jobs done over security compliance, but also Colnago et al. [14], in which a university IT department implemented a solution for two-factor authentication that was only required for those on the payroll in order to limit who was inconvenienced.

“The only measure I remember is updating the machines with security fixes as they come. And yeah, we are not very good at it in the sense that I mean, our primary job is not to ... maintain the machine, our primary job’s to get the job done.” [B5, non-IT, student]

“My job is security ... but I fully recognize the people I’m helping, their job isn’t to know everything about security and stay up to date. Their job is to do the research. So how much ... burden do we put on the user to stay abreast of best practices?” [B2, IT, full time]

When asked to give an example of problematic sharing practices, several non-IT participants brought up account sharing or the methods their workgroup takes to share accounts. Participants know account sharing is a security risk, but convenience triumphs over security, a finding also in Song et al. [57]. Several IT participants noted that faculty and others with administrative assistants will use account sharing to delegate responsibilities to these assistants but without much oversight, resulting in at least one embezzlement case.

“[One] individual was sharing their password with an assistant for the purpose of being able to get out of certain types of meetings or fend off vendors or schedule appointments... they didn’t have a good way of getting the assistant access to that information other than giving them the account password... One fine day the PIN [Personal Identification Number] for online banking was changed and delivered in email to the account. The administrative assistant obtained the bank account number and an online access PIN and started funneling small amounts of money out of the account. Eventually, the small amounts of money turned into large amounts of money, and that caused a real serious issue.” [B21, IT, full time]
4.2.4 Evidence of Trust as a Social Norm (Trust in Colleagues and Trust in Authorities). Separate from convenience, three IT workers brought up users being trusting of their coworkers, environments, and technology as a prime reason for not complying with account security protocols.

Comments from non-IT participants also indicated trust in coworkers who they shared account passwords with; one said they trusted that student employees would not abuse shared lab accounts even after their jobs had ended.

A few non-IT participants also admit to trusting “the system” and the IT departments that support them.

“People in general tend to be very trusting. I can’t even tell you how many people have volunteered to give me their [university] credentials because I work with them, and they like me and they trust me.” [B19, IT, full time]

“I’m just a dummy to think [the University] keeps everything secure for me, but maybe they don’t, I don’t know.” [B7, non-IT, full time]

This trust in authorities is different from demonstrating trust in peers or near-peers [55,64] or evolving “shadow security” within a trusting environment [34–36]. The quotes point to this trust as a function of the paternalistic norms of educational enterprises in general, in which authorities such as IT or “the system” are assumed to provide care, protection and guidance [6,9]. In these cases, non-IT employees are relying on authorities rather than doing the work of the authorities.

4.3 Comparisons of Account Sharing by Job Categories

4.3.1 IT vs. non-IT. Because IT workers have oversight of and help troubleshoot user systems and accounts, all our IT subjects were well versed in the best and worst practices a user could employ for cybersecurity. One IT worker described their workgroup’s rigorous practice of storing shared credentials in Enterprise Random Password Manager (ERPM), an electronic vault that is linked to the university’s general account so that only the accounts that are given permission can log in. Passwords stored in this vault are long and complicated and cannot be memorized.

“A big electronic vault… is where we keep all our passwords encrypted for different systems... that we need in order to... create custom web apps... The electronic vault also keeps a very strict record of who is accessing it and who is checking out a password because when you open [the vault] you don’t see the passwords, you only see the list and you have to check it out. When you check it out [the vault] does a record: who accessed it, when, and why... I have access to whatever I have access to, because you can also partition what you need to have access to, and [the vault] is going to record every step of my activity within the vault, based on my initial [university account] login.” [B3, IT, full time]

Most non-IT workers described more-lax password storage and sharing methods, with periodic implementation.

“[The MTurk] password has been shared by email. One of our old grad students... created the login credentials and... she just emails it to anyone who needs it. [For onboarding] basically there’s no system, we just wait until the moment when somebody panics and realizes that they need it and they don’t have access, and then... the person... who created the account... or anyone else who knows it can just share [the password]...” [When...
Of the eight IT personnel we interviewed, five (63%) used individual password managers. The other three said they memorized passwords. Of the IT subjects that used password managers, one of them used it as part of their workgroup’s password sharing and storage methods.

Of the 15 non-IT personnel, four (27%) used password managers. One non-IT participant used the password manager as part of their workgroup’s password sharing and storage measures. In general, participants said the password manager worked well for them. In a few cases, participants expressed irritations with the password manager filling in the wrong username and password.

Only two non-IT personnel (13%) could explicitly remember an IT policy regarding accounts or devices. Most provided their assumptions of what an IT policy would be or stated they did not know any. In fact, some IT personnel themselves could not remember specific policies regarding account or device sharing. One non-IT participant said that IT policies were not made clear enough or accessible enough, echoing Weidman and Grossklags’ findings [63].

“I think the understanding is not to share login credentials with people outside the lab unless you have explicit permission to do so... that’s just an assumed policy, because it’s never come up before. It might be written somewhere in the onboarding manual, but it’s so obvious that I just haven’t committed it to memory.” [B17, non-IT, student]

Several participants expressed having proficient technology knowledge and stated that, therefore, IT advice and policies were unnecessary for them.

4.3.2 Student vs. Full Time. We found that (disregarding IT workers), the student participants had more systematic approaches to account sharing than full-time workers. Two students mentioned using a shared Google Calendar to indicate times they would use a shared resource. As such, students had fewer challenges of using a shared resource at the same time. Most full-time workers, on the other hand, did not have established procedures for using shared resources.

“[The TeamViewer account] uses a schedule [so] no two people can log into the same machine at the same time. ... We have a Google Calendar so people can log in their intended time of use so that there is no conflict.” [B9, non-IT, student]

Such systematic approaches may still be problematic, as when passwords are shared via printed notes, or with plaintext or cleartext [B2, B22], though at least one student indicated they felt the benefits to the group outweighed the risks.

“Our passwords are plaintexts, stored in a group chat where lots of people can see them... It’s problematic, but I’m not concerned about it.” [B17, non-IT, student]

Regarding student account sharing, one IT employee also expressed frustration at parents who circumvent IT policies and share students’ credentials with third parties such as financial aid consultants. For example,

“There was a small number of students, maybe 20 or so of them, all from the same geographic area. ... They all shared their account names and passwords with their parents. Their parents were working with a small company that assisted with financial aid and looking at loans and grants and things like that. And we discovered in all 20 cases that there were logins coming from the same place, same IP address in the same location to all 20 student accounts, going into the [student] system. That’s all supposed to be private data. And there are ways to share the information with your parents, but
what happens when you’ve got shared passwords is you lose control of them completely... The students knew their parents had the passwords, but they had no control over who the parents were giving the passwords to... Now you’ve got a problem because you don’t know what people are doing with your account... We run into things like that all the time.” [B21, IT, full time]

5 DISCUSSION

Our study of account sharing is the first to explicitly compare the perspectives of IT and non-IT employees and to shed light on the practices of student employees vs. full-time employees. We also add qualitative insights from this setting to complement recent survey studies of account sharing within social contexts and extend findings from older studies of account sharing to the age of widespread personal account use. We found, as prior work did, that users in this university community share accounts to streamline workflows [57] and to save money [11,57]. These findings seem to demonstrate similar “shadow security” practices through temporary access as described in Kirlappos and Sasse [34] (to streamline workflows) and in Bartsch and Sasse [7] (to save money). We summarize comparisons of our results with themes in five prior works that deal with account sharing in Section 5.1.

Our participants describe their “shadow security” practices as driven by constraints specific to the university setting, such as to use two-factor authentication that is tied to the mobile phone of a team member away from the lab; to accommodate undergraduate turnover and vacations around school breaks, and to abide by university budget restrictions and policies. Moreover — and reinforcing anecdotal information from security professionals — these users see security as secondary to other priorities. In this case, such a perception may be magnified by the culture of academic freedom, which is antithetical to top-down restraints on user behavior. We discuss this in Section 5.2.

Many non-IT participants did not seem aware of the risks to the larger network or to colleagues of an incident such as malware infection or a cross-site attack using stolen credentials. Even if they were aware that it was “problematic,” they were “not concerned about it,” with quotes indicating that some felt that IT or “the system” would take care of security for them. Our finding that non-IT participants perceived account sharing as low risk was in opposition to findings in three recent prior works that participants either feared or had experienced harms from account sharing or were “uneasy” about circumventing the one-user-one-account design for authorization. We see these perceptions as magnified by the paternalistic norms of educational enterprises. We discuss this in Section 5.3.

Finally, our comparisons of the perspectives of employees with different job roles shows that students and full-time employees in this study would benefit from using password managers, but also that messaging about practices such as this does not seem to be reaching non-IT participants. We discuss these findings further in Section 5.4.

5.1 Comparisons and Contrasts with Prior Work on Account Sharing

When we compare our results with those in five prior works that deal with account sharing (Table 5), we find that our study’s results differ most strongly for three themes: (1) that account sharing is motivated by the view that security is secondary to job duties; (2) that account sharing also is motivated by a perception that it is low risk; and (3) that account sharing differs by job categories (IT vs. non-IT, and student vs. full-time).
Table 5: We summarize the similarities and disconnects with five prior works on account sharing (Song et al. [57], Park et al. [49], Bartsch and Sasse [7], Kaye [33], and Weirich et al. [64]). Our comparisons of account sharing by job categories is the most novel, followed by our findings that university participants see account sharing as low risk, and that they see security as secondary to job duties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Similar themes in prior work</th>
<th>Disconnects with prior work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manage logistics for services</strong>&lt;br&gt; (Forms, 4.1)</td>
<td>&quot;Centralizing collaboration,&quot; &quot;ease of boundary management&quot; for coworkers' sharing in Song et al. &quot;Convenience&quot; and &quot;household maintenance&quot; for couples' sharing in Park et al. &quot;Colleagues&quot; sharing passwords for commercial sites and to avoid creating individual accounts, in Kaye.</td>
<td>Not present explicitly but related to &quot;circumventing authorization measures&quot; in Bartsch and Sasse. Not present explicitly but related to criteria underlying the decision to disclose passwords, in Weirich et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control 2FA requests</strong>&lt;br&gt;</td>
<td>&quot;Collaborative password use&quot; involving two-factor authentication in Song et al.</td>
<td>Not present explicitly but related to &quot;convenience&quot; in Park et al. Not present in Bartsch and Sasse, Kaye, or Weirich et al. as a theme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shared access to platforms</strong>&lt;br&gt;</td>
<td>&quot;Centralizing collaboration,&quot; &quot;ease of boundary management&quot; for coworkers' sharing in Song et al. &quot;Convenience&quot; and &quot;household maintenance&quot; for couples' password sharing in Park et al. &quot;Colleagues&quot; sharing passwords for access to library materials, in Kaye. &quot;Have somebody access your account,&quot; &quot;necessary for work&quot; as reasons to disclose, in Weirich et al.</td>
<td>Not present explicitly but related to &quot;circumventing authorization measures&quot; in Bartsch and Sasse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived as low risk</strong>&lt;br&gt; (Motivations, 4.2)</td>
<td>&quot;Why conventional fear appeals don't work for most users&quot; - lack of personal impacts, in Weirich et al.</td>
<td>Dissimilar to &quot;lack of activity accountability,&quot; &quot;controlling access&quot; with turnover, in Song et al. Dissimilar to &quot;reasons for hiding&quot; accounts - to hide relationships and to avoid conflict - in Park et al. Dissimilar to &quot;circumventing authorization measures&quot; - sharers &quot;generally feel uneasy,&quot; in Bartsch and Sasse. Not present explicitly but related to &quot;family&quot; sharing for &quot;things that don’t need to be very secure,&quot; in Kaye.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saving money is a priority</strong>&lt;br&gt;</td>
<td>&quot;Saving money on shared resources&quot; among coworkers in Song et al.</td>
<td>Not present explicitly but related to &quot;colleagues&quot; sharing passwords for library access, in Kaye. Not present in Park et al., Bartsch and Sasse, or Weirich et al. as a theme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security secondary to job duties</strong>&lt;br&gt;</td>
<td>&quot;Circumventing authorization measures&quot; due to policies blocking info access, in Bartsch and Sasse.</td>
<td>Not present but related to introduction that security creates overhead for &quot;primary&quot; task, in Weirich et al.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Security as Secondary to Job Duties for University Participants

5.2.1 Academic Freedom. That our study explicitly surfaced the theme of security being secondary to job duties reflects that this university workplace has a core mission of academic freedom. Such a mission makes it salient in the minds of all participants that academics have a job to do that is not related to security, and that they must be given the space and ability to do it without restraints or responsibilities that would distract them. As one IT participant said: “Their job is to do the research. So how much … burden do we put on the user to stay abreast of best practices?” The non-IT participants are not likely to even be aware of what is happening behind the scenes to secure the network. Their behavior is not being policed as in other organizations by top-down methods such as social media use policies, internet firewalls, or monitoring for data loss prevention, and they are able to bring their own devices (BYOD) to work, to carry their work devices home, and otherwise to manage their own needs under an IT model that prioritizes customer satisfaction. They can just trust that “IT” or “the system” is taking care of things, as noted above.

This mission of academic freedom may also contribute to blind spots regarding the likelihood of security threats from colleagues. Those engaged in research, particularly, might choose to trust anyone who is doing what Weirich et al. called the “enabling” work, because it is more convenient and less trouble to hand off even sensitive financial data to them without question than to periodically check up on them personally or to set up a system for secondary oversight of how they handle shared accounts. We found that faculty and others with administrative assistants will use account sharing to delegate responsibilities to these assistants but without much oversight.

5.2.2 Implications for Security Design. This latter finding, particularly, highlights the ongoing need for designing task delegation with secured accounts, with features such as temporary access mechanisms and task-specific restrictions on data access that could limit harms from malicious insiders [57]. We admit, however, that such features will only be as useful as they are used; the example of parents bypassing use of the accounts set up expressly for them is not encouraging.

To address the overall low priority of security compared with academic core mission, we suggest implementing a cybersecurity buddy program. Such programs pair a security employee with a workgroup [5,84] to regularly take part in group meetings and to offer a direct line for
guidance and troubleshooting. Anecdotally, we know of such “buddies” setting up office hours or sitting with their assigned workgroup for one or more days per week. This method of supplementing “self-serve” online guidance and the on-demand help desk could help to prevent unintentional insider threat (UIT) [21] resulting from insecure practices, while not imposing more burdens on academic employees. It also could provide an emotional bond with an IT professional that reframes their role to be of a peer rather than an authority figure. This approach seems like the best alternative to implementing a more-controlled, top-down approach to security, which is not likely to be accepted or adopted in this environment due to the culture of academic freedom.

5.3 Account Sharing Seen as Low Risk by University Participants

5.3.1 Social Norms and Threat Modeling. We suspect the discrepancies in findings of risk perception are driven partly by differences in security cultures for the university in our study vs. the organizations in prior studies. Indeed, we found that account sharing here was evidence of trust as a social norm, of two different types: trust in colleagues, and trust in authorities (university participants’ quotes regarding trust in IT or “the system”). The latter type of trust seems an extension of the *paternalistic norms of educational enterprises*, in which authorities are assumed to provide a level of care, protection and guidance akin to that of a parent [6,9]. Only the former type seems similar to themes of “demonstrating trust” in prior works about account sharing, because those data appeared to involve others who were peers or near-peers in a social unit. Peers at work differ from authorities in that their interactions involve social pressures and mutual monitoring in pursuit of common or overlapping productivity goals [45]. However well we think trust speaks to the collaborative environment of this university, we are troubled that many non-IT participants found little risk or downside to ad-hoc account sharing, with only a minority using password managers to facilitate such sharing. Similar to the finding in Weirich et al. [64] of why conventional fear appeals didn’t work for most users, our data implies that employees’ internal threat modeling is overly focused on personal impacts to their own financial data or workflows. Correspondingly, their threat modeling is either not aware of or not focused on the impacts to others from the theft of confidential information, or to the entire community from ransomware, or the several other organization-wide risks facing higher education [58,67,81,82]. Nonauthorized people can obtain access to shared systems via any worker’s account, perhaps through cross-site attacks on that person’s credentials, or from the installation of malware through an infected website that facilitates theft of credentials [67].

5.3.2 Implication for Security Design. We see a need for explicit training within academia and other research-focused organizations about threat modeling for everyday security [61] that boosts people’s awareness of how their accounts can be targeted as the gateway to a shared system. Universities such as this may be able to slot such training in as an additional module during routine security awareness training for incoming students and new full-time employees. We particularly see the value of providing this training as an on-demand online certification that is a prerequisite for research participation, similar to how mandatory training for human subjects research is often handled. This would ensure that people receive the information closer in time to when they are in a position to put it into practice. An on-demand online training also can be taken at the person’s convenience and incorporate quizzes at the end of each section, to test whether the person is retaining the information and to give them incentive to pay attention.
5.4 Lessons from Comparisons of IT vs. non-IT and Student vs. Full-time

5.4.1 Differences in Password Sharing Practices by Job Categories. Our IT participants had the most systematic and least problematic approaches to account sharing, with one workgroup using an Enterprise Random Password Manager (ERPM), an electronic vault that is linked to the university’s general account so that only the accounts that are given permission can log in. These findings seem consistent with Pearman et al.’s finding that those who use separately installed tools for password management are motivated by security concerns (as the IT participants in our study were) and that those with the most positive experiences had technical backgrounds (as our IT participants did) [50].

Among non-IT participants, we found that students’ approaches to account sharing were more systematic than those of full-time employees, but were still problematic, as when passwords were shared via printed notes, or with plaintext or cleartext. Full-time employees had the most disorganized approaches to account sharing. We theorize that the more systematic practices of students are due to their performing the job of project manager for their collaborative research. Many graduate students described managing accounts in conditions of constant undergraduate turnover and while working around school breaks such as vacations, and they prioritized convenience in their methods.

One solution for students and for full-time employees would be to start using password managers. Given that saving money is a priority, we suspect that many non-IT employees who are aware of group password managers would use them if it did not cost them, their individual departments, or their research labs any money. This suggests a need for a university-funded password manager solution for workgroups, akin to the software catalog made available for on-demand download, and consistent with their funding of mandatory software for other security needs, chiefly Virtual Private Network (VPN) access and two-factor authentication (2FA). An IT specialist may also need to be hired to help manage this vendor software and to troubleshoot issues that arise, because users of password managers with non-technical backgrounds may find it difficult to set them up or to put them into full use [50].

5.4.2 Disconnects Between IT Messaging and Non-IT Workgroups. Few non-IT university workers in our study were consciously aware of policies and trainings for account sharing limits and procedures, and many said they are not easily accessible or comprehensible, echoing Weidman and Grossklags’ findings [55,56]. The picture that emerges from our interview data (Figure 1) contradicts our expectation that cybersecurity policies and procedures also would impact workgroups from a university IT and from personal level. In fact, many non-IT participants hold higher standards for their personal accounts versus their shared work accounts, since they feel that their work accounts do not contain financial or confidential data that are of interest to attackers. While their individual accounts may be of low interest, the network that the accounts are connected to is of high interest to attackers; a research university such as this controls hundreds of millions of dollars in financial assets and a substantial amount of sensitive data and intellectual property.
We see the issues as less with the IT policies and procedures themselves, or the personnel skill or knowledge of work practices, than with the difficulties of communicating policies and persuading users to comply with them in such a decentralized work environment as a research university [58]. Prior work as far back as Sasse, Brostoff and Weirich [55] documents that technological advancements and IT recommendations are not enough to convince users to change; persuasive communications and designs are needed [64].

5.4.3 Implications for Security Messaging. We suggest that user-testing is as important for communications as for tool or practice designs. We recommend the recent work of Redmiles et al. identifying the criteria of comprehensibility, perceived actionability and perceived efficacy for evaluating advice quality [52]. User evaluation can help find a middle ground between being overly complex and overly patronizing in security messaging — extremes participants noted and that were found by Weidman and Grossklags in their review of IT policies [62,63]. An improvement in security messaging clarity and effectiveness will boost awareness of the security threats that the entire university faces and of the security practices that workgroups can follow to protect against these threats, such as adopting password managers.

Specifically, we recommend the IT department either themselves develop evaluation rubrics set up to measure these criteria, or to make use of existing user research resources to develop them. The rubric and delivery method could be as simple as coding the following directly into a survey interface: Thank you for (participating in a preview of security training/reviewing a recent security email). On a 1-5 scale: To what degree did you understand the information? To what degree do you think you can put the information into action? How effective do you think this information will be for keeping your data and accounts safe? Please tell us more about why you assigned these ratings _____.

As to who would evaluate the advice using these rubrics, we think non-IT testers are more likely to be useful evaluators because of not necessarily having specialized knowledge of security. In-house IT personnel should still be on hand as moderators to clarify terms in the messaging or to make on-the-fly adjustments, then to check with the testers that the adjustments answer the testers’ concerns while still being technically accurate.
We recommend recruiting testers who are representative of the different non-IT constituencies in the university community, to capture the diverse awareness and attitudes regarding cybersecurity. These would include undergraduate students and graduate student researchers, research-oriented faculty and teaching-oriented faculty, and nonacademic staff who either have managerial responsibilities or do not. For some security advice, it may also be advisable to craft separate messages for different user segments, such as by identifying specific needs of, say, the computer science department vs. the biology department – both of which use highly advanced technical equipment but of a different nature and to different purposes in teaching and research.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our interview study yielded data for understanding a wide range of behaviors within a small and nonrandom sample from one university. We are sharing these findings with the university IT team and will discuss the feasibility of our recommendations. Future work can follow up with quantitative surveys informed by our results to determine its representativeness and to help correct for any biases introduced by our use of IT workers’ observations of others’ activities vs. non-IT workers describing their own activities. Second, while we felt that we reached data saturation with our interview sample, i.e., participants began to simply repeat the same issues and offer no unique insights, we recognize that we may have inadvertently missed some voices that would have contributed to the study. We were able to secure the cooperation of only one professor due to most faculty’s need to devote time to revising fall instruction to be remote, and we were not able to recruit any administrative assistants to faculty, both categories of university workers whose experiences should be further studied. Third, we usually were not able to secure the participation of more than one individual from a workgroup. A case study would be better suited for examining how inter-group culture and dynamics might contribute to account sharing and other cybersecurity practices. Fourth, we did not consider the impact of end user license agreements that legally govern how accounts and devices may be used. A survey of governing policies and terms and conditions would help to clarify any issues arising from these legal agreements.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described the results of a qualitative interview study with 23 staff, students, and faculty at a large U.S. university. We compared how different groups of employees (IT vs. non-IT, student vs. full-time) approach account sharing as a “normal and easy” workgroup practice in this setting. We contrasted our results with those in prior works and offered recommendations for security design and for IT messaging. Our findings that account sharing is perceived as low risk and that security is seen as secondary to other priorities offer insights into the gap between technical affordances and social needs in the contexts of education’s paternalistic norms and of academic freedom.
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